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1. Introduction

Diffraction gratings were first introduced
by Rittenhouse,[1] theoretically established
by Rowland,[2] and commercially manufac-
tured by Richardson and Wiley.[3]

Diffraction gratings have become a
fundamental and indispensable optical
component due to their ability to separate
polychromatic light into its constituent
monochromatic components.[4] The wide
tunability of the diffraction grating’s unit
cell offers additional degrees of freedom
over conventional materials, which are gov-
erned solely by material composition, for
achieving specific target properties in many
demanding optical, electronic, and mag-
netic applications.[5–10] The extremely high
precision demanded by diffraction gratings

of scientific and technical value has pushed fabrication technol-
ogy to its limits to develop increasingly precise grating structures
for a diverse range of materials.[4] However, the majority of
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Patterns composed of micron-sized surface structures can abruptly change the
properties of an optical wave front, including its phase, amplitude, polarization,
and dispersion. Optical components featuring surface micro-gratings not only
possess optical functionalities that can rival or exceed those of traditional bulky
components but can also significantly improve the compactness of optical
systems. Herein, the design and fabrication process of As2S3 glass-based micro-
gratings as well as their resulting optical functionality in the infrared regime are
reported. The novel two-step photochemical process consists of spatially con-
trolled direct laser writing and subsequent selective solution etching. The process
yields surface micro-gratings that possess arbitrarily tunable geometries and
design patterns on large-area flat and curved optical surfaces or substrates,
offering a potential new avenue for developing aberration-corrected infrared-
imaging systems.
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current techniques are limited to planar platforms, which involve
complex multistep processes.[5–10] The optimization of a fabrica-
tion process that is compatible with nonplanar platforms has
been increasingly necessary since spectral aberrations, typically
lingering in refractive optics, can be significantly mitigated by
adding an optically engineered diffractive optics layer onto the
curved surface of the refractive component.[11] Such a conformal
fabrication method becomes challenging due to requirements
such as high spatial resolution, process scalability, applicability
to a wide range of material systems, and performance across
a range of spectral windows.

The first step in many surface micro-grating fabrication tech-
niques is writing a spatial mask, followed by a selective material
removal process (reactive ion etching or liftoff ). Mask writing
processes capable of fabricating spatially patterned 3D structures
include electron-beam lithography,[12–15] ion-beam-induced pref-
erential sputtering,[16–18] and direct laser writing (DLW).[19–21]

The DLW process has three unique advantages over electron
and ion beam-based processes in material modification. First,
both electron and ion irradiation processes require a vacuum
to be reached to avoid collision with ambient molecules. The
DLW process does not necessitate a vacuum chamber. This
vacuum-free standalone mode enables target samples to be irra-
diated in a variety of spatial configurations such as by using fully
rotatable or tiltable stations, which facilitate conformal DLW on
curved surfaces. Second, electron-beam lithography typically
requires target samples to be conductive and electrically
grounded to avoid charging effects, which often lead to loss of
pattering accuracy. The DLW process does not have such a
restriction and hence is applicable to a wide range of material
systems. Third, ion irradiation implants external elements into
target materials that alter parent media stoichiometry and often
form various types of structural defects. The DLW process when
employed with sub-ablation intensity thresholds can serve as a
compositionally preserving, nondestructive method to create
gratings. Additionally, DLW is particularly amenable to rapid
prototyping of new designs for large-scale components, thus
making its capital cost favorable over electron and ion beam
processes. Specifically, key advantages of recent commercial laser
writing systems (such as those from Heidelberg Instruments,
Femtika, Nanoscribe, and UpNano) include large areas
(�100 cm2), fast (�mm2min�1), decent resolution (�hundreds
of nm), material agnostic (in case of ablation), and 3D shapes
(requires photosensitive polymers).

Chalcogenide glasses have been attractive target materials for
the DLW process due to their unique sub-ablation laser–matter
interactions, which can be utilized to convert them into spatially
ordered structures with novel properties.[22–26] Near-bandgap
laser exposure of target chalcogenide glasses often induces the
excitation of their lone-pair electrons or in some cases defects,
which in turn leads to the reorganization of atomic bond
structures.[22–26] The resulting material modification has been
shown to be composition and form specific (bulk, films, or
fibers), and is dictated largely by the type of bonding present
in the irradiated material. The types of atomic reorganization
observed in a laser-exposed volume of chalcogenide glasses typi-
cally include severing and/or cross-linking of bonds over an
interatomic length scale and the migration of atoms, which
can result in phase separation over a relatively longer length

scale.[22–26] The laser-induced cross-linking, sometimes called
polymerization, of atomic bonds in chalcogenide glasses was first
reported in pioneering work by Zoubir et al.,[26] in which the
unique phenomenon was further utilized to create waveguide
structures embedded in As2S3 chalcogenide glasses through spa-
tially controlled DLW process. This work was further extended by
Schwarz and coworkers who aimed to make metastructures in
the form of pillars in As2S3 films.[27] Importantly, both studies,
while different in target geometries (waveguides versus pillars),
show that laser-written chalcogenide glasses possessing a
spatially varying extent of atomic cross-linking imparted by laser
writing exhibit structures that differ from an unexposed material.
Such spatial variation of the glass network makes the glass
suitable for possible subsequent processing whereby surface
3D microstructures can be realized.

Inspired by these studies and employing further advances in
DLW protocols, we utilize a novel photochemical method, con-
sisting of DLW and post selective etching processes, to fabricate
spatially tailorable large-area conformal As2S3 surface micro-
gratings. We employ a synergistic approach combining
computation-guided design and experimental demonstration
to assess the performance of surface grating-based diffractive
optical elements (DOEs) toward the realization of aberration-free
lightweight hybrid diffractive–refractive infrared media.

2. Versatile Two-Step Photothermal Surface
Micro-Grating Fabrication Process

Figure 1a illustrates a schematic of the photothermal process
employed in our micro-grating fabrication. As2S3 chalcogenide
glasses are prepared using a standard lab-scale melt-quench pro-
tocol to serve as target source materials for thermal evaporation
and deposition onto ZnSe substrates.[28] As-deposited As2S3
layers are then subjected to near-bandgap femtosecond laser
beam writing with a center wavelength of 801 nm and estimated
beam spot diameters of D= 1.22λ/NA �1.8 μm and �1.3 μm for
the 50� and 100� objectives used, respectively. Systematic
choices of sub-ablation laser powers, focal depths, dwell times,
step sizes, and movement patterns were made to induce
cross-linking of atomic bonds along spatially defined volumes
with various geometries in the layers. The cross-linking of atomic
bonds is a direct outcome of laser exposure and determines the
post selective etching behavior. Successful cross-linking is clearly
indicated by comparing two Raman spectra collected from as-
deposited and post-irradiated As2S3 layers (Figure 1b). Here,
the intensity of the low-frequency vibrational bands from 175
to 250 cm�1 substantially decreases upon laser exposure, indicat-
ing structural modifications of the molecular arrangement in the
layers. The bands existing in as-deposited As2S3 layers corre-
spond to homopolar As4S4 molecular clusters.[26] The decrease
in intensities of these vibrational modes reveals that the near-
bandgap laser exposure caused the As4S4 molecular clusters to
reorganize or cross-link and begin to form a glass network
similar to that in a melt-quenched bulk, thereby making the
region structurally resistant against chemical dissolution.

Following laser writing, the laser-processed samples were sub-
merged into a chemical solvent to selectively dissolve unexposed
regions, thereby leaving a laser-written atomically polymerized
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volume behind and creating 3D vertical surface structures. For
the choice of solvents in the post selective etching process, it
has been reported that polar solvents with high basicity
are capable of dissolving sulfide chalcogenide glasses.[29,30]

Notable examples demonstrated to date include a mixture of
di-isopropylamine (DIPA) and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) for
the dissolution of As2S3 films deposited using thermal evapora-
tion process.[31,32] Here, a key criterion for their mixing ratio in
our study is an ability for a resulting solvent to dissolve
as-deposited As2S3 films in a spatially homogeneous, timely,
and structurally selective (laser-exposed vs laser-unexposed) fash-
ion. Specially, DIPA and DMSO must be homogeneously mixed
to enable spatially uniform and reproducible dissolution of
unexposed regions of films within a reasonable duration. Our
matrix experiment consisting of DIPA’s mol% and etching dura-
tion revealed that �0.9 mol% of DIPA in DMSO is a threshold
fraction to induce a phase separation while sub-threshold frac-
tions ranging from 0.4–0.6 mol% of DIPA enable the complete
removal of unexposed regions as well as the structural fidelity of
resulting surface micro-gratings in less than an hour. Specific
parameters for film deposition, laser writing, and post chemical
processes are described in Experimental Section.

3. Photochemically Patterned Surface
Micro-Gratings

Four representative types of surface micro-gratings including
grids, parallel lines, concentric rings, and pillar arrays were cre-
ated over large areas to assess the spatial resolution of individual
features within each type of structure as well as their spatial
homogeneity across entire areas. Figure 1c shows 3D white-light
interferometer (WLI) images of the surface micro-gratings along
with their corresponding cross-section profiles depicting features
of various shapes and sizes. A closer look at individual walls
within surface micro-gratings reveals further insights into
the impact of our photochemical process on As2S3 layers.
Figure 2a shows WLI images of grid patterns as an example
where the spacing is decreased from 20 to 5 μm while holding
all other laser writing parameters constant. Here, the goal was
to maintain the shape and dimensions of the resulting individual
walls. Figure 2b,c shows cross-section profiles and their zoomed
views extracted from the WLI images of the four surface
micro-gratings. The cross-sectional area of the grating lines
has a shape of a truncated pyramid (sidewall slope of �3.6) with
a height identical to the thickness of the as-deposited As2S3

Figure 1. a) A schematic of the photochemical process. b) Raman intensities of As2S3 films before and after laser irradiation. c) A variety of white-light
interferograms (WLI) and corresponding cross-section profiles of the surface micro-grating structures including grids, parallel lines, concentric rings, and
pillars.
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layers (3.5 μm), as shown in Figure 2c. Each line corresponds to a
volume with cross-linked atomic bonds, which are induced by
laser exposure, indicating that the vertical wall is reminiscent
of the laser beam shape inside the film. The focal point of the
laser beam is positioned at the surface of the layers for this
specific set of grid arrays. As illustrated in Figure 3a, the laser
beam converges until it reaches the surface of the layer and
diverges while going fully through the layer, thereby forming
a beam shape of a truncated cone in 3D space with a height
of 3.5 μm. We find that micron-sized features with spacing
above approximately 5 μm are realizable over a wide range of
length scales and shapes. For example, increased laser power,
decreased write speed, or sequential DLW with intentional
beam overlap between passes would increase the cross-linked
film volume and lead to an increase in the width of the top
and bottom bases of individual features. Also, the usage of an
objective with a different value of numerical aperture (NA)
changes the divergence angle of incident beam, thereby
expecting to correspondingly and controllably alter the slope
of resulting features’ sidewall.

The top width, bottom width, and height of the truncated pyr-
amid, defined in Figure 3a, were extracted from the cross-section
profiles in Figure 2b and statistically plotted as a function of wall
to wall spacing in Figure 3b. Interestingly, the wall dimensions
remain consistent when the spacing exceeds 10 μm, but they
change as the spacing is reduced below 10 μm. Figure 3c shows
a schematic of intensity profiles of neighboring laser beams.
The Gaussian tails of each beam become increasingly overlapped

as the spacing is reduced. The width increase for short-spaced
walls is likely attributed to the overlapped laser intensities from
separate laser passes, which are intense enough to induce cross-
linking of atomic bonds. Our hypothesis is supported by our
observation that the walls widen under increased laser power
(∝ intensity), as shown in Figure 3d. This increases the intensity
of the Gaussian tails and expands the cross-linked volume. This
undesired expansion of cross-linked volume at small spacing
leads to feature to feature spacing below 5 μm having inconsis-
tent or poor etching contrast, which limits our optical function-
ality to the mid-infrared regime. To potentially increase
resolution, we suggest using a lower NA objective, which has
a smaller divergence angle. This would minimize the overlap
of the Gaussian tails of the laser beam and keep the widths of
individual walls consistent and more vertical.

4. Conformal Manufacturability

One of the promises of our photochemical process is its applica-
bility to curve or arbitrarily shaped optical surfaces or platforms.
A key prerequisite to this capability is to maintain the incidence
angle of the laser beam while scanning through a topographically
nonuniform surface. Our DLW process is enabled by our fully
programmable laser writing stage that can perform high
resolutionmotion in 6 degrees of freedom for precise translation,
pitch, yaw, and roll. We program the stage to scan through a topo-
graphically nonuniform surface while maintaining a desired

Figure 2. a) WLIs of grid micro-gratings with varied spacings. b) Cross-section profiles extracted from the WLI images. c) Magnified views of the profiles.
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angle of incidence angle of laser beam such that it is compatible
with writing on curved or arbitrarily shaped surfaces. To demon-
strate the conformal manufacturability of our photochemical pro-
cess, we laser wrote 15 μm spaced concentric rings within 2 μm
thick As2S3 layers deposited on the surface of ZnSe plano-convex
lenses with a diameter of 12.7 mm and a radius of curvature of
56.1 mm. Figure 4a–d shows photographs of the As2S3-coated
ZnSe lens, top-view opticalþ 3DWLI images of photochemically
patterned concentric ring structures, and corresponding lateral
height profiles of the structures in various locations. The result-
ing micro-gratings span over the area of interest and exhibit good
spatial homogeneity, with an average height of 1.92� 0.06 μm
and an average ring-to-ring distance of 15.03� 0.02 μm. The
measured height is nearly identical to the thickness of the
deposited As2S3 layer; the spacing is as intended in the patterned
design. The spatial homogeneity and fabrication precision
demonstrate the compatibility of our novel laser-based process
with curved substrates for the first time.

5. Optical Functionalization as Diffractive–
Refractive Infrared Media

Refractive optical elements (ROEs) typically exhibit a positive
refractive index dispersion, leading to a decrease in focal length
with an increase in wavelength.[33,34] To mitigate this issue, a
wide variety of methods have been employed to date, such as
gradient refractive index (GRIN) media. A curved or predefined

trajectory of electromagnetic waves passing through a GRIN
medium decreases ROE’s spectral aberrations.[22–25] However,
practical challenges in manufacturing, such as spatial resolution
and complexity of GRIN profiles in a 3D volume of ROEs, limit
the extent to which chromatic aberrations can be removed.
Micro-gratings as a category of thin DOEs can offer unique
opportunities as an alternative to these issues. DOEs can be engi-
neered to exhibit a negative refractive index dispersion which
causes their focal length to increase with wavelength.[32–34]

Therefore, layers consisting of DOE and ROE are expected to can-
cel out their opposite-signed deviations of focal point, thereby
effectively realizing achromatic optics.[35] Furthermore, DOEs
facilitate arbitrary phase maps via tailoring their unit cell
geometry and/or spacing, which makes it possible to correct
both chromatic and monochromatic aberrations, potentially
reducing the total number of components in an optical
system.[36] With the versatile manufacturability of our novel
process on both flat and non-flat optical platforms, photochemi-
cally induced DOEs are poised to be competitive as part of
hybrid DOE–ROFs for the realization of aberration-compensated
optics with substantially reduced size, weight, and power
consumption factor.

To demonstrate the viability of photochemically induced
micro-gratings as DOEs, a series of surface structures were com-
putationally designed and experimentally assessed. A choice of
grid spacings and laser wavelengths was made to be identical
in computational and experimental tests for a direct comparison.
Specifically, transmission grid structures with areas up to

Figure 3. a) A schematic of the laser–matter interaction. b) Spacing-dependent variation in the bottom width, top width, and height of individual walls.
c) Overlapping of laser–matter interaction volumes and resulting expansion of individual walls’ volume. d) Laser-power-dependent width of individual
walls.
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5� 5mm2 and a wide range of wall-to-wall spacings from 5 to
20 μm were subjected to incident infrared laser beams with
wavelengths ranging from 2 to 10 μm. These structures were first
simulated using a COMSOL Multiphysics code. The height of
individual walls was set to be 3.5 μm while their bottom width
and aspect ratio, which reproducibly change as a function of
spacing, were adopted from those of experimentally created sur-
face micro-gratings. Specific parameters for the simulation are
described in Experimental Section. Figure 5b–i shows examples
for both modeled and photochemically induced grids with a spac-
ing of 5 μm subjected to laser beam with a wavelength of 4 μm as
well as their resulting diffraction intensity profiles in a transmis-
sive mode. The same types of data were created for all combina-
tional cases to extract total simulated and experimental
diffraction efficiencies in each set of spacing-wavelength

parameters, using an equation of η ¼
P

Pðn,kÞ�Pð0,0Þ
Pi

, where η,

P(n,k), P(0,0), and Pi are the total diffraction efficiency, (n,k)th
diffraction-order power, transmitted power, and incident power,
respectively.[4,37,38]

The simulated and experimental total diffraction efficiencies
are plotted as a function of wavelength, as shown in
Figure 5j,k, respectively. Here, the impact of laser wavelength
on the diffraction efficiency of grids with a specific spacing exhib-
its a clear trend in both simulated and experimental tests.
Specifically, for a spacing of 5 μm as an example in Figure 5j,
k, an increase in laser wavelength from 2 to 4 μm results in
an increase in simulated and experimentally measured diffrac-
tion efficiencies up to maximum values, respectively. A further
increase in laser wavelength beyond 4 μm involves a decrease in

Figure 4. a) Photographs of plano-convex ZnSe substrate. b) Large-area (�1.65� 1.65 mm2) WLI images of photochemically created concentric rings on
the curved ZnSe substrate. c) WLI images of four representative local regions of the concentric rings. d) Corresponding height profiles of the four regions.
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the efficiencies. There is a trend where a wavelength leading to a
maximum diffraction efficiency increases with spacing. To
illustrate this, the wavelength-spacing parameters leading to
maximum diffraction efficiencies are plotted in Figure 5l where
the spacing-dependent monotonic increase in wavelength is con-
sistent between computational and experimental tests, indicating
spacing-dependent optical tailorability.[37,38] It is also noteworthy
that the discrepancy in absolute magnitudes between theoretical
and experimental diffraction efficiencies is likely associated with
topographical imperfections such as 1) the statistically varying
fidelity of individual walls and 2) their surface defects within grid
structures, both of which give rise to variance of the laser beam’s
diffracted intensities. The universal trend and consistency
observed in simulated and experimental results strongly indicate
that our novel photochemical process provides a well-defined
process–structure–property relationship, thereby being capable
of creating spatially tunable and optically functional surface
micro-gratings as a form of DOEs.

6. Conclusion and Outlook

In summary, we have developed a novel photochemical
process for the fabrication of spatially tailorable As2S3 surface

micro-gratings and demonstrated their optical function as
DOEs. Our DLW process uses near-bandgap laser irradiation that
structurally reorganizes thermally deposited chalcogenide
glasses such that subsequent chemical-etching reveals structures
of our written patterns. A combined simulation-experimental
approach to the design and realization of surface micro-gratings
as infrared DOEs has proved that our photochemically engi-
neered structures are optically functional. For the first time,
we have demonstrated that our process can create micro-gratings
on curved substrates. The compatibility of our photochemical
process with conformal writing enables fabrication of grating-
based DOEs on curved refractive substrates to potentially create
aberration-corrected hybrid diffractive–refractive lenses. We
believe that the flexibility of our process and resulting optical
functionality of our created DOEs provide a glimpse into our
vision for thin hybrid diffractive–refractive infrared components
that could rival or even exceed the performance of traditional
bulky optics. To identify whether the tunability of our resulting
micro-gratings and fidelity of their individual walls can be further
optimized, endeavors to explore additional aspects of our DLW
and post etching processes are in progress. We have ongoing
work to assess hybrid components’ aberration correction perfor-
mance by integrating photochemically created DOEs on the

Figure 5. a) A schematic of a grid micro-grating subjected to incident laser beam. b) The field distribution of a COMSOL-created grid structure with a
spacing of 5 μm subjected to a laser beam with a wavelength of 4 μm. c) Simulated diffraction spots. d) Extracted spatial intensity profiles of spots in (c).
e) Photograph of a photochemically created grid micro-grating. f ) WLI image of the structure. g) Extracted height profile of the structure. h) Experimental
diffraction spots. i) Extracted spatial intensity profiles of spots in (h). j) Simulated total diffraction efficiency for each spacing as a function of wavelength.
k) Experimental total diffraction efficiency for each spacing as a function of wavelength. l) Spacing–wavelength correlation corresponding to maximum
computed and experimental diffraction efficiencies.
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surface of ROEs where the spectral dispersion of electromagnetic
waves going through a hybrid diffractive–refractive component
will be quantitatively compared with those going through an
ROE itself (i.e., without a DOE on it). The successful realization
and assessment of such hybrid structures would fully demon-
strate our approach’s advantage.

7. Experimental Section

Source Material Fabrication: Bulk chalcogenide glasses of As2S3 were
prepared by a conventional melt-quenching technique. All glasses were
made using high-purity raw materials from Alfa-Aesar: As (99.999%)
and S (99.999%). These elements were carefully weighed and batched
in a nitrogen-purged MBraun Labmaster 130 glove box. The weighed
batches (50 g) were loaded into cleaned fused quartz tubes and sealed
under vacuum using a methane-oxygen torch to form sealed ampoules.
The batches were melted in a rocking furnace overnight at a high temper-
ature of 850 °C. After overnight rocking at the temperature, the furnace was
cooled down to the quench temperature of 650 °C, prior to removal from
the furnace for quenching using compressed air flowing over the ampoule.
The quench rate for this method was estimated to be �120 °Cmin�1.

Film Deposition: Thin films of As2S3 were deposited using thermal evap-
oration from a single As2S3 source. The ZnSe substrates were cleaned by
5min sonication in acetone, rinsed in isopropyl alcohol, and blow-dried
with N2 gas. They were then subjected to 10min of O2 plasma and imme-
diately transferred to the deposition chamber. The film deposition was
performed using a custom-designed system (PVD Products, Inc.)
following previously established protocols.[28] Since the target thickness
is large (2–3.5 μm), they were deposited in multiple runs with cooling
in between to reduce residual stress. The substrate temperature was
measured by a thermocouple throughout the deposition process.
Stoichiometries of the films were confirmed using wavelength-dispersive
spectroscopy on a JEOL JXA-8200 SuperProbe Electron Probe
Microanalyzer to be within 2% (atomic fraction) deviation from target
compositions.

DLW: A Mai Tai Ti:sapphire laser with a center wavelength of 801 nm, a
repetition frequency of 80MHz, and a pulse width of<100 fs was used for
DLW in As2S3 films. The beam was passed through a variable attenuator to
control the average power and a shutter. Process parameters including
sub-ablation powers of 24–40mW and scan speed of 0.125–0.250mm s�1

were explored to maximize cross-linking of atomic bonds along paths of
grids, parallel walls, concentric rings, and pillars within films. The beam
was focused using either a 50�/0.55 NA or 100�/0.75 NA objective onto
the As2S3 films. The substrates were secured onto a Physik Instrumente
H-840 6-Axis Hexapod (programmable stage), and a camera was used to
image the plane of samples during irradiation. The entire system was
controlled by a LabVIEW program that automates the laser writing of
predesigned patterns.

Post Chemical Etching: DIPA of 0.4–0.6 mol% was mixed with DMSO in
beakers using a magnetic stirrer. Subsequently, a laser-processed speci-
men was immersed in the solvent for a variety of durations up to 1 h.
The selectively dissolved specimen was then transferred to another fresh
solution of 0.5 mol% DIPA in DMSO and etched for 1 min to further
dissolve any possibly existing residues in inter-structure gaps. Finally,
the specimen was rinsed in acetone for 3 min to wash away DIPA-
DMSO solvent remaining on the surface of specimens. The introduction
and removal of specimens was carried out at a rate of �1mm s�1. Also,
specimens remained still while etching was underway. These two
protocols were intended to minimize a friction between a specimen
and a solvent, thereby avoiding the destruction of micro-gratings.
During the etching process, beakers were covered with aluminum foils
to avoid evaporation of the solvent which would disrupt the original mixing
ratio and its etching behavior. Upon the completion of etching, specimens
were dried in a desiccator for 1 h to get them ready for characterizations.

Structural Characterizations: For the identification of pre- and postirra-
diation molecular structure of the films, a Horiba Jobin Yvon confocal

micro-Raman system with an excitation wavelength of 785 nm was used.
The beam was focused by a 100�/0.75 NA objective, and the Raman sig-
nals were collected for 60 s in a raster scan mode with a writing velocity of
0.25mm s�1 and intervals of 5 μm. The optical power was reduced to 60%
by an optical density filter to prevent any undesired photo-induced change
to the films. For the characterization of topography, ZYGO 6300 WLI was
used. Along with a variety of lenses with physical and digital magnifications
from 5� to 50� and 0.5� to 2.0�, respectively, areas from 80� 80 to
3200� 3200 μm2 were scanned to visualize the topography of the surface
micro-gratings in 3D.

Optical Characterizations: For the experimental assessment of
photochemically created surface micro-gratings’ optical functionality as
DOEs, we launched the laser beam into the structures and observed their
diffraction beam orders in a transmission mode. Specifically, Gaussian
single-mode laser beam with central wavelengths of �1.88 to 10.6 μm,
bandwidths of �30–40 nm, and 1/e2 diameters of �4 to 5mm was
focused through a Newport KBX061 biconvex lens with a focal length
of �88mm and formed a beam spot with a diameter of �300 μm and
an input NA of 0.05 as the beam hit the surface of specimens.
Resulting diffraction patterns were monitored and recorded using a
Pyrocam IIIHR Beam Profiling Camera.

Optical Design: The finite-element method implemented by COMSOL
Multiphysics was used to build full-wave simulations of surface grid struc-
tures. The materials of the surface grid structures and their underlying sub-
strate were specified by the optical constants and dimensions of As2S3 and
ZnSe, respectively. The diffraction efficiencies of multiple transmittance
orders were determined by calculating the scattering parameters
(S-parameters) of an incident electromagnetic wave in the ports of the
model. In the simulation, Floquet periodic boundary conditions were used
for the 3D unit cell of the surface grid structures. The spatial intensity dis-
tribution of the diffraction orders (the spot diagram of diffraction orders)
was obtained by simulating the Gaussian beam propagation through
the surface grid structures in the Ray Optics Module. In the module,
S-parameters for the unit cell of the surface grid structures obtained from
the electromagnetic waves, frequency domain interface were used by
the geometrical optics interface, to quantify the transmittance of each
diffraction order.
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